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December 10, 2021

The Honorable Daryl Metcalfe, Chairman
House Environmental Resources & Energy Committee
144 Main Capitol Building
P.O. Box 202012
Harrisburg, PA 17120-2012
Dear Chairman Metcalfe,

Recently, there has been discussion within both the General Assembly and the media regarding
bonding of unconventional natural gas wells. On behalf of the Marcellus Shale Coalition (MSC),
which represents operators that are producing, processing and transporting more than 95% of
Pennsylvania's shale gas, we thought it would be helpful to lay out several facts regarding the
current well bonding requirements in Pennsylvania.

Pennsylvania' s shale gas bonding amounts are among the highest in the nation
Act 13 of 2012 dramatically increased the well bonding amounts for shale gas operators. While
the structure of calculating bond amounts can vary by state, Pennsylvania's current bond
amounts are among the highest in the nation. The following reflect the maximum amount of
bonds from eight other leading oil and natural gas producing states:

STATE

BOND AMOUNT

$600,000 blanket for 150+ unconventional wells; tiered levels based
on wellbore length
$ 20,000/well or $100,000 for 100+ wells
$ 250,000 blanket (100+) active wells; separate bond for inactive wells
$50,000/well or $100,000 blanket for 2+ wells
$15,000 blanket for 2+ wells
$ 25,000 blanket
$ 25,000 (10 wells) - $ 250,000 (100+ wells) blanket
$ 250,000 blanket
$100,000 blanket

Pennsylvania
Colorado
New Mexico
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Texas
West Virginia
Wyoming

Bonds are meant to represent a reasonable proportion of the cost to plug a well
During recent discussion regarding a petition to the Environmental Quality Board to raise bond
amounts, the petitioners incorrectly stated that bond amounts must be equal to the total
financial cost of plugging a well This is a misrepresentation of the statutory authority and
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intent contained within Act 13. Bond amounts were never intended to represent an operator's
total financial liability for plugging a well and restoring a well site.
Current PA law requires an operator to incur all necessary costs to plug a well

Pennsylvania's statutes are clear1: an operator must incur whatever reasonable costs are
necessary to properly plug a well and reclaim a well site. As stated above, a bond is intended to
represent a reasonable proportion of this cost that, combined with an operator's other assets
and in consideration of the Department's permitting and environmental compliance authority,
will ensure that a well is properly plugged at the end of its useful life. Importantly,
Pennsylvania's bonding requirements also cover restoration of the well site, in addition to the
physical plugging of the well 2

.

Conclusion

Pennsylvania's operators take great pride in their operations and commitment to
environmental stewardship and have worked constructively with both elected officials and
regulators to construct our current bonding requirements. We encourage you and your
colleagues to check out our attached MSC Fact Sheet on well bonding and look forward to
working with you and your colleagues to continue advancing sensible policies that increase the
competitiveness of our shared Commonwealth.
Sincerely,

Jim Welty
Vice President, Government Affairs

Attachment

158 Pa.C.S. §3220
2

58 Pa.C.S. §3225 (a )& (d)
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Oil and Gas Well Bonding
What is the purpose of a well bond?
A bond represents the amount of money an oil or gas operator must set aside to help offset the cost of plugging
a well when it is no longer anticipated to be used for future production. The amount of a bond is intended to
represent a reasonable portion of the plugging cost that, combined with an operator’s other assets, ensures
sufficient resources are available to properly plug the well.

Is the bond amount the total amount a producer must pay to plug a well?

No. Under Pennsylvania law, oil and gas producers must incur whatever cost is necessary to properly plug a
well at the end of its useful life and to reclaim and restore the surrounding well site. Wells must be plugged in
accordance with Pennsylvania environmental regulations and reclaimed and restored well sites must pass an
inspection by state environmental inspectors.
What are the bond amounts for oil and gas operators in Pennsylvania?

Required bond amounts in Pennsylvania are set separately for conventional and unconventional oil and gas
operators. For conventional operators, the amount is $2,500 per well, or an operator may choose to secure a
$25,000 blanket bond to cover all of its conventional wells. For unconventional operators, amounts are based
upon the total well bore length (< 6,000 feet or at least 6,000 feet) and the number of wells an operator has. The
highest bond amount is $600,000 for an operator that has at least 167 unconventional wells.

How do Pennsylvania’s well bonding requirements compare to other states?
While the structure of calculating well bond amounts varies by state, Pennsylvania’s bond amounts for
unconventional shale gas operators are among the highest in the nation:
STATE

Pennsylvania
Colorado
New Mexico
North Dakota

Ohio
Oklahoma
Texas
West Virginia
Wyoming

UNCONVENTIONAL WELL BOND AMOUNT

$600,000 blanket for 167+ unconventional wells; tiered levels
based on wellbore length
$20,000 / well or $100,000 for 100+ wells
$250,000 blanket (100 +) active wells; separate bond for inactive wells
$50,000 /well or $100,000 blanket for 2 + wells
$15,000 blanket for 2 + wells
$25,000 blanket
$25,000 flO wells) - $250,000 (100 + wells] blanket
$250,000 blanket
$100,000 blanket
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